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Council.prepares ballot of· "no ronfidence"

Nation
Update
US-Israel Join Up
After two days of talks,
President Reagan and Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak . Shamir
announced the formation of a
joint committee to improve
political and military cooperation
between the United States and
Israel.
The
announcement
on
Tuesday also pointed toward a
stockpiling of American material
in Israel to counterbalance the
presence of the Soviets in Syria and
other parts of the Middle E~st.

By Cynthia Privett
Staff Writer

As a result of President Stanley
McCaffrey's refusal of a nation-wide
search for a new Academic Vice
President, the Academic Council is
preparing a ballot for the University
faculty of "no confidence" in the
President, according to Academic
Council chairman, John Smith.
. The resolution to prepare the
ballot was presented to the Academic
Council at a special meeting of the

By Frank Reichert
Maaaglag Editor

a

In an effort to find
calendar
which will best meet the University's
needs, President McCaffrey has appointed a committee to review the effects of the early semester calendar,
according to acting Academic VicePresident Oscar Jarvis.
Jarvis, chairman of the committee, sees three criteria by which any
calendar must be judged: "1. Will it
insure academic quality? 2. Are the
admissions set at a time that will
achieve optimum new admits-either
freshman or transfer? 3. What are the
financial implications?"
Jarvis adds, "What is implicit in
all of this is what is good for student
life as well as what is good for the
facufty."

The nation enjoyed a perfect
launch of the space shuttle Columbia Monday. This flight contains
many firsts including the first
European -Ulf Merbold- to fly in a
US spacecraft and a crew of six.
The shuttle is carrying a European
built $1 billion Spacelab where
Kientific experiments will be conducted 24 hours a day.
One experiment was to search
for a cure to space sickness, but so
far the scientists have not been able
to catch the sickness which has
plagued almost half of the
previous shuttle astronauts.
Also included in the tests are
communications with ham radio
operators on Earth, study of
distant stars for interstellar
radiation, and study of solar
energy.
This voyage, the longest yet,
will end with a landing at Edwards
Air Force Base on December 7.

Staff )Vrlter

The California State Deficit
Problem and the Welfare Legislation
Problem were two of the main issues
addressed· by California Senate
Majority Leader, John Garamendi,
during his visit Tuesday in Phil
Allman's Intro. to Micro-Economics
class.
Garamendi, Democrat from
Walnut Grove, represents San Joaquin
County in the State Senate.
The Senator opened his speech
with a humorous remark, relating the
State Legislators to the students,
"You guys wonder why we are late
with the budget every year and you
haven't even begun to study for your
exams?"

The first big storm hit the
nation Monday leaving mountains
of snow from Colorado to
Michigan. The storm came so
suddenly that thousands of
travelers were stranded. Snow was
falling at a rate of one foot per
hour in some places. The forecast
for the next 30, days is for more
storms across the nation.

Still on Strike
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Watch Sunday's Parade
rnagazine for an article written by
our 72-year-old President on
keeping fit. For himself, Reagan
likes to chop wood and ride hor~es
and also works out in the Whtte
Bouse gym.

Heineken Saved
Beer baron Alfred Heineken,
rescued from kidnapers in a police
raid Wednesday, had been chained
to a wall in a soundproof metal hut
Under "m~dieval conditions': for
21 days, police said.
Twenty-four alleged members
of the kidnap gang were arrested
after the police raid. Two days
earlier a reported $10 million r.an-,
som had been paid but had faded
t~ secure release of the Heineken
brewery chief and his chauffeur.

President".
Smith said the majority of the
Council felt this move was inadequate
and "did not seem to apply to the
present situation."
The resolution allows only full
time teaching faculty on the Stockton
campus to participate in the "no confidence" vote. Both McGeorge School
of Law in Sacramento and the San
Francisco based Dental School have
protested the exclusion of their votes.
In reference to the proposed
ballot, McCaffrey said, "I regret th~

action of the Academic Council an(\
feel it is unjustified. Beyond my personal feelings, I am concerned about
damage which I fear will result for the
University among prospective students
and donors.
"Also, I feel that excluding the
Law School and Dental School from
the propsed vote is a totally inappropriate action for the Academic
Council to take. The Council is supposed to represent all faculty of all
schools and colleges of the University... These schools are completely a

1 he current early semester is
being reviewed by the Academic Year
Calendar Committee because it is not
the best calendar for fulfilling
criterion two.
The committee is currently
looking into two possible calendars.
One is the so-called Berkeley early
semester and the other is a traditional
one. The first has a fall semester the
same as UOP's current calendar and
a spring semester that would start at
the end of January. The traditional
calendar has fall finals in January
and the spring semester beginning the
first week of February.
"It would be premature at this
~point to say what the recommendation (of the committee) would be,
but those are the two we are studying
in depth," explains Jarvis.
The ASUOP Senate passed a

resolution on Tuesday stating ''that
UOP should adopt the extended
semester break calendar (so-called
Berkeley calendar)."
Jerry Tseng, ASUOP VicePresident, said the passage, by a 27-0
vote with three abstentions, showed
that "students do not want finals after Christmas.'' A copy of the
resolution will be sent to each member of the committee.
The Executive Board of ASUOP
unanimously passed a resolution of
similar intent Wednesday night.
The possibility of the traditional
semester being recommended makes
comm,ittee member Jennifer Lockey
uheas)'. ·"We don't want this to be
another Winter Term," says Lockey,
who is also ASUOP Academic Affairs Director.
Lockey feels the traditional

calendar is "not good for students"
because of finals after Christmas and
the inconvenience of having a ten day
break before the start of the spring
semester.
Student input to committee
members is what Lockey is calling for
to prevent an unfair decision.
Jarvis is reassuring on this topic.
"If there is going to be a change the
people affected by the change will be
consulted. So there's not going to be
any haste in our work."
When the decision will be made
is unknown. Lockey feels that if the
change is to be implemented for the
next school year, a ·decision must be
made before this semester ends. Jarvis is looking for a recommendation
in the near future but will not have
one until all the ramifications have
been considered.

Garamendi
speaks
at
UO
P
By Kristin Roncaratl

Blizzards Begin

Reagan's Advice

executive board of the Cotincil · on
November 22. The resolution passed
despite a letter read to the Council by
President McCaffrey. The letter
recommended to the Board of Regents
that, "in the future the University
policy be that, except for most extraordinary circumstances which
would be reviewed with the Academic
Council prior to any appointment,
there be full participation by faculty
as well as representatives of the administration and students, in the
selection of the Academic Vice

Academic calendar reviewed by committee

Shuttle and Lab

The strike by Greyhound
Lines bus drivers and station personnel continued this week after
the strikers voted down the comlllllY's mst offer. 96 percent of the w1ion
workers voted to reject an offer
that would reportedly save the
company $205 million over the
next three years while the emPloyees would lose about $5380 a
Year. Greyhound has reported it is
ready to last out a strike of six
rnonths or more.

December 2, 1983

Garamendi related the deficit
problem beginning last January to
that of the Gubernatorial race between Tom Bradley and George
Deukmejian stating that during. the
campaign race for Governor, ne1ther
Bradley nor Deukmejian addres.s ed
the issue of what should be done
about resolving the state budget
problem, meaning t~at the "State <?f
California was m the cla~s1c
definition of macroeconomicsbankrupt." Garamendi ~oted that
even after DeukmeJtan was
elected as the Governor . of
California, the problem was avotded
by both Deukmejian an~ Brown,
both saying it wasn't theu respon~bility.
.
Oaramendi stated that dunng the
months of January and Febru~ry last
year' the members of the legiSlature

part of the University and all my actions and those of the Regents obviously are taken with them in mind,
along with other schools of our institution." He added that the Board
of Regents has unanimously endorsed
his position in the controversy.
Smith hopes that a result of the
vote will be the realizatiOn of the
President and the Board of Regents
that there is significant dissatisfaction
among the faculty, especially in areas
of decision making and that steps will
be taken to improve morale on that
level. "I haved hoped through this
whole discussion leading to confrontation that we could develop a more
harmonious way of conducting the
University's business. What I'm most
concerned about is the effect on the
students and I hope that it can be
positive."
The Executive Board of the
Council met again late yesterday to
continue discussion of the ballot.
Before the meeting Smith said if the
.board confirms their plans to take a
formal vote, faculty will cast their
"confidence in the President" or "no
confidence in the President" votes
either just prior to the end of this
semester or very early next semester.
In spite of the gravity of the
issue, Smith had one comment of
reassurance, "It is the nature of
academic institutions to have a lot of
heated argument. That's the way the
beast functions. It's not too
unhealthy that we're having a
quarrel."

"fought bitterly" with the Governor
about what should be done about the
state's deficit. He said the legislature
came up with three choices: 1. raising
taxes temporarily; 2. making cuts in
programs; 3. "deficit financing."
Governor Deukmejian chose to
start "deficit financing," according
to Garamendi, which he feels will be a
"very bad precedent for the state"
because it will become an easy way to
deal with the problem. Deficit financing is taking the money out of the
state's programs in order to pay for
the state's deficit.
One of the programs severely
hurt by the Governor's decision, said
Garamendi, was the Student Aid
Program. The Legislature wished to
increase the amount of aid given to
students by $30 million, however, the
amount was turned down in order for
the funds to be used to pay for the
state's deficit. The Senator mentioned that the state was able to increase the amount of money S!)ent on
education at both the grade school
and secondary school levels, but
noted that funding for higher
education in the state was decreased.
Garamendi said the Legislature
moved to increase funding for
colleges by $400 million, however, the
motion was turned down by the
Governor. Garamendi feels that the
Governor's decision "is not
something that the Governor should
be proud of." He said there are only
two states in the nation spending less
on higher education, which are
"South Dakota and yours truly,
California."
The Welfare issue was discussed
in depth by the Senator, who is attempting to change the way in which
the problem of welfare is dealt with.
He noted that the largest aid program
for dependent families is Aid for
Dependent Children, which was started during the Great Depression.
Almost 900Jo of the welfare recipients
are women. The Senator has attempted to address the problem of
welfare by categorizing recipients by
their ability to work, and those able
to work should be transferred to the
Employment Development Agency. ·Garamendi said 75% of the women ·
who are not working are placed below ~
the poverty level and that only 14% ~
of those who do have jobs are below ~
.the poverty level. He feels that >
. poverty. " Ill
"welfare keeps women m
g
He would like to see more people who· _g
are capable of working going out and ~ ~
_
_
.
.
doing so.
As that speical time ofyear approaches Tbe Paclftcan staff WIShes all 1ts readers a JOyous Holiday Season.
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EDITORIAL
Some leaders'
Pacific
Talks misuse movie
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By Frank Reichert

(On the Street. ..with Elisa Kayser)
How do you feel about the future
of the world?

Peter Dunn
Junior
SBPA
Man , out of his own
materialistic needs and wants, will
survive in the short term future.
But in light of the current nuclear
armament on \;1oth sides, man's
future is seriously in peril.

Staff Columnist

I was one of the 100 million
people who watched The Day After
twelve days ago. I also read numerous
newl> articles and watched television
specials on this "controversial"
movie. Yes, I was caught in the hype '
and I'm afraid.
What scares me is not that I was
caught in a hype which earned ABC a
rating usually reserved for Super
Bowls. I was not scared by the movie
itself. As a fairly well-informed
college student the horrors of a
nuclear war is something I've studied.
No, what scares me is the way this
nation's
opinion
leaders,
disseminators, and political actives
have used this film to get publicity for
themselves and their causes.
Senator Cranston said the film
will rally the nuclear freeze backers .
A retired general, Robert C .Richardson, said "ABC's real purpose was
propaganda." Phyllis Schlafly has
led her group of pro-military people
in demanding equal time.
Equal time? Is this a response of

a logical person? Maybe she didn't
see the movie.
KFBK radio asked viewers to
phone-in votes for and against the
showing of the film.
.
For or against the showmg? How
about for or against TV?
The Day After is nothing more
than a fictional account of the
horrors of a nuclear war. Just as Jaws
is a fictional account of a hungry
shark; or Friday the 13th is a fictional
account of a crazy murderer.
I didn't hear anyone scream for
equal time for nice sharks while jaws
was eating up the east coast. No one
rallied behind the death penalty when
people were being hacked and cut in
the Friday movies.
When people in and around our
government start fighting over t~e
"propagandistic" effects of a ftctiona) movie; what are they going to
do when real life hits?
The Day After may have
awakened Americans to the realities
of the nuclear age. I hope so. Just as
important to me is the way some of
our so-called leaders have misunderstood and misused the film.

No change in human
nature in 'Day After'
By Durlynn Anema
Guest Columnist

Greg Donohugh
Freshman
SBPA
There will always be a future ..
I don't tend to see that the world is
going to e!fd in the next day,
because people aren't stupid.
People a re afraid of things. They
aren't going to launch missiles. No
one is that crazy; they're more
worried about their economic
future .

The multitude of reactions to
"The Day After" failed to explore
the most important aspect of the
television movie. No one mentioned
that the holocaust of nuclear war did
not .change human nature. Looting,
stealing, pushing, killing--the root
causes of war--remained. No lessons
seemed to be learned. Greediness and
selfishness remained.
As I watched this fraility of
humans , I remembered a comment
Dr. Mortimer Adler made at a convention 1 attended six months ago.
When asked if the problems of the
human race could be solved, Adler

Europe fears actions
of two blind giants
By Thomas M. Miller
Guest Columnist

Tom Bacon
Senior
Economics/English Major
Personally, looking at the
whole history of the Earth and
human species short term existence
on the Earth, I'm a pessimist in the
sense that if man continues to invent such ingenious inventions of
destruction, he will soon destruct
himself. It seems like a paradox to
me.

Suzie Coons
Junior
Public Relations Major
I feel a lot more optimistic
since The Day After that people
are finally becoming more informed and concerned about the
possibilities of nuclear warfare.
Right now I'm not running scared
that we don't have a future in this
world, but I wouldn't put it past
our government to do something
totally destructive.

commented that if we can put men on
the moon we can solve all human
problems--poverty, famine, disease.
However, what stops us is the
greediness and selfishness of the
human race. As long as those human
traits take precedence, humans will
continue to suffer.
Until the human race can learn
to live together, to respect each
other's differences, and to love with
forgiveness, a holocaust as portrayed
in "The Day After" is not only
possible, 'but probable.
Each of us is capable of preventing such an event. But are we
willing? Are w~ going to act like the
people in " The Day After"? Or can
we move ~eyond? The choice is ours.

Not many weeks after my arrival
in France did I come to understand
the great differences in the way
Americans and Europeans view the
world. I have been here for over two
months now and I appreciate even
more the depth of the European perspective, their feelings and fears. I
have had the opportunity to speak
with professors, business people, and
students. ln fact, I recently discussed
with a young teacher of mine the
misunderstanding between nations.
He described to me the observation
Henry Kissinger once made of the
two superpowers: "They behave like
two heavily armed blind men, feeling
their way around a room, each
believing himself to be in mortal peril
from the other, whom he assumes to
have perfect vision ... over time, two
blind men can do enormous damage
to each other, not to speak of the
room." It seemed to be to be a very
accurate metaphor.
For Europeans, this is a
frightening state of affairs. They see
an American attempt to achieve
military superiority for political intimidation, and an American propensity to resort to military force. In
their view, Grenada is the most recent
evidence of this commitment. What is
increasing is a sense that Washington
lacks appropriate restraint and acts
upon
irresponsible
impulses.
Europeans see their own destiny at
stake. What has emerged is a lack of
confidence as to whether their fate
remains safe in U.S. hands, as tensions continue to rise.
After a millennium of battles,
Europe has finally known peace and
unprecedented prosperity for two

generations. There is a deep visceral
fear of lurching back into the old pattern of death and destruction, not
only of nuclear holocaust, but of any
renewed war. The intense concern felt
by these people, over the
deteriorating state of world affairs,
does not seem to be shared by many
Americans nor by Soviets. The apparent euphoria felt in the U.S. over
the Grenada victory does not come
across the 1'\tlantic, but massed naval
forces and fiery words from Reagan
do.
Without question, missile
deployment will begin next month as
scheduled. The Geneva talks have not
produced any results, only tensions
which are aggravated by the
narrowmindedness that is so often
reflected in presidential rhetoric. This
is well demonstrated in Andropov's
comment: "The U.S. are contenders
to the role of rulers of the destinies of
the world,'' as well as by Reagan:
"The Russians know only how to lie,
cheat, and steal." Both the words and
the actions of the two blind giants
reinforce the fears that are growing
throughout Europe.
· These are undoubtedly times that
take cool heads and strong nerves.
My experience in France has provided
me with s-ome first hand impressions
that illuminate a most serious
problem between nations: the mutual
misperception and misunderstanding
that compound the real differences
that separate us. This is a problem
that needs urgent attention. I am now
convinced that the improvement of
understanding between nations is,
and will prove itself to be, in
everyone's deepest self-interest.

Tom Miller is a UOP student currently
in France on the College Semester
Abroad in international business.

Altruism is alive at UOP
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Anderson Y
Center I would like to thank the administrative staff of UOP Food Service for their cooperation, the
associated · students and Associate
Dean of Students for their support,
and the individuals who helped at the
sign-up tables for their time, all of
which made this year's CROP fast
possible. But most of all, I wish to
thank the more than 380 people both

on and off-campus who participated
in the annual CROP fast to make it a
great success. Over $1,400.00 was
raised to assist in world and local
hunger relief projects. $38.00 of this
figure came from the offering plate at
the Thanksgiving Worship Service in
Morris Chapel on the 17th. Altruism
is alive and well at UOP.
Bruce R. Hunter
Executive Director
Anderson Y Center
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Letters to the Editor
Buckley was improperly quoted in Pacifi
Dear Editor:
In the last issue of The Pacifican
(November 18, 1983), Cynthia Privett

made an incorrect statement in her ar- . prefer a nu clear exchange to a
tide on William F . Buckley' s lecture. ta keover of the U.S." Instead,
He did not say he "prays he would comment was that he prayed he
his family would not be
survivors of a nuclear
though nuclear exchange
p referable to a Soviet t~~eover.
Kathleen Bader
difference may seem trlVlal, but
Elisa Kayser
inaccurate paraphrasing takes on
Jeff Klein
entirely different meani ng (i.
Rich Mansfield
Buckley prays for war) compare\!
DavidMa
what Buckley actually said.
Kanwal Kapur
Please
be
careful
Irving Leung
discussing people's comments. I
Lena Pycior
no huge fan of politicians as a
Tim Hughes
but individual political figu
Michael J . Brown
be quoted accurately if the uu'"""'""
Gigi Diane Herbert
remain p roperly informed of
Stanley R. Bruvont
views and actions.
D.ennis P . Flynn
Tim Renwick
Editor's note: The error in the
Can Musullugil
occurred when the story was
MaryMeza
The error was an oversigh t in !5Pii-lllilllllililllil______ ..
tion, not Miss Privett's.

Students applaud Browne's courage
Dear Editor:
As concerned UOP students, we,
the undersigned, applaud the courage
of Professor Gwenn Browne. We
wholeheartedly support the faculty
position concerning t he new
Academic Vice-PreSident and the
termination of tenured faculty. We
urge our ASUOP representatives to
support the faculty resistance to
unilateral administrative decisions.
The survival of UOP as an institute of
higher learning depends .on faculty
a nd student involvement in the
decision making process.
Craig D. Engla nd
James Bullington

Columnists display aspects of movie
By Craig England
and

Elisa Kayser
Guest Columnists

The issue of nuclear warfare is one
surroundeed by controversy and
questions. ABC's dramatazation,
"The Day After" attempted to portray the issue in an interesting manner. The presentation had both
positive and negative aspects that are
important to consider. By evaluating
the program, and the surrounding,
questions, one can reach significant
conclusions about the complex concepts of nuclear warfare.
The positive aspects of the
prQgram were numerous. "The Day
After" provided much needed
awareness to millions of Americans.
It evoked honest feelings of anger and
vulnerability that may not previously
have been identified by those who
saw it. The Program· presented the
confusion of those who were effec-·
ted, the futility of such an exchange
and the ludicracy of blind devotion to
the decision made by a government
that could in no way provide life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness if
such an exchange occurred. Perhaps
the most significant aspect of the
presentation, as a whole, was the ·
panel discussion that followed the
dramatization. The discussion raised
The most significant consequena nuclear exchange and what might be

OUR POLICY·

done to prevent it.
Although "The Day A fter" contributed to overall a wareness o f
nuclear issues, it contained little to no
concrete informational content. One
may wonder if the average viewer is
now any more qualified to make
decisions or evaluate the problem any
better. Unfortunatly, by gearing the
program to evoke emotions, it neglected to use the even more powerful
factual information that- is available .
It is quire curious that our present
administration saw tl)e presenta tion
as harmful to the American public.
"The Day After" was no more
violent than the average episode ot a
police drama. The violence· of street
crime pales in contrast to the gore of
n~clear .war.
In addition, b y
d1scouragmg children from viewing
"The Day After" , our society perpetuates the ignorance that is so
detrimental to the survival of our
planet.
The most significant concequences of "The Day After" have"yet to
occur. The emotional responses
evoked by the program are merely a
starti~g point for a deeper and more
meamngful understanding of the
nuclear arms issue. Providing that
" The Day After" had an impact on
on~s fe~lmgs, one must decide what
~ctlon lS to be taken. Becoming an
mformed, concerned participant in
the system that makes such nuclear
warfare a possibility is crucial. There
are many ways to get involved, learn-

ing about the issues, discussing
distinct ramifications with
commu nicating your ideas to
legislators, joining a
group interested in the tssues
venting a creative option that
your concsious. The
re-evaluation of our role, and
posture on the issue of nuclear
must come from the
people. The Civil Rights mc,ven1e1111~1
a significant example of the
success and impact of a "
Roots" movement. If "The
ter" is not to occur, we must
our own special, positive
tributio ns
now.

Editor's Notes
This issue today will be
last edition of The Paciflcan
1983. We will not publish
week which has traditionally
' dead week' (no activities or
in preparation of finals week·
though many professors now
finals or quizzes next week.

·r he Pacifican would like
wish everyone at UOP a safe
sane holiday season. There
openings o n the staff for
and photographers. Please
3rd floor No rth to apply for
positions. Credit is available
both writers and

T
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NEWS
~who's

UOP students selected for
By Kelly Olsen
Staff Writer

Many students from the University of the Pacific have been selected
for listing in the nation, Who's Who
Among Students In American
Universities and College.
Selected from the School of
Electrical Engineering major, she has
Education, she has been actively inbeen the Secretary of the Student
Chapter of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, a member
of Eta Kappa Nu (The National
H on or S oc1e
. t y f or Electnca
' 1
Engineers), and has also served as the
President of the Student Chapter of
the Society for Women Engineers.
Phyllis Stewart has been selected
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from the School of Education. With
an emphasis in Early Childhood
education, she has been actively involved in Special Education and Day
Care areas as well as other internship
type activities. Her spring, 1983
semester was spent studying in Vienna.
From the School of Business and
Public Administration two students
were selected, Ken Earle and Ann
Heinsen. Ken Earle is a Marketing
major. He has made the Dean's List
five out of six semesters at UOP, he is
a member of the Archania fraternity
and Captain of UOP's golf team.
Recently, Earle was selected to be involved in the 1984 Emory University
Business Games.

, ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, MATH
MAJORS
CAReER. OPPOR\UNl:ftl:.S

HOW
WOULD YOU
LIKE TO EARN

$},000°0

\·Jhy wait until ::tfter graduntion to get
paid for your skills? TI1c Navy Nuclear
Power Program is offering financial
support plus all active duty benefits
to front-running vrs.4:Srs in majors
listed above. No uniforms, no haircuts
no "drills." You continue to do your
best as a student free of any distractions, and GET PAID FOR IT! . You are
guaranteed a c01mnss~on as an officer
in the Navy Nuclear Power Program,
including a full year of post-grad
training. Start at $24,000 with increases to over $40,000 after only 4
years. REQlllREl'-U'NI'S: 3. 0 or better
in techn1cal courses, U.S. citizen,
no more than 27 years old at gradua- tion. For more information call collect: (415) 452-2900, M-111., 9-1.
OVER $1,000 A MONTH
FOR UP .TO 2 YEARS

PER MONTH
FOR ATTENDING SCHOOL?

Sound good? The UNITED STATES AIR
FORCE is proud to present the COLLEGE
SENIOR ENGINEERING PROGRAM. This
unique program offers selected electrical or aero
engineering students opportunity, challenge, and
reward. If you qualify you'll not only be paid approx.
$1,000 per month, but you'll receive many other Air
Force entitlements as well.
Air Force engineering officers work with scientific
and advanced technologies as they probe the mysteries of science and outer space. These challenging
responsibilities could be yours!
If you're a U.S. citizen within 18 months of
graduation, AIM HIGH, and give us a calL
SSgt. Wayne Mabry at 635-9618 Collect
(Interested underclassmen contact
ROTC at (916) 454-7315)

Ann Heinsen is an Accounting
major. She is an active member. of
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society and
Mortar Board. She is also very active
in ASUOP. This year, . she is
ASUOP's Bookkeeper and a member
of the Academic Standards Committee for SBPA.
From the Conservatory of
Music, Daniel !jams was selected for
Who's Who. A Music Education
major, !jams has been on the Dean's
list for th~ last five semesters. He is
the President of Sinfonia, a national
J~.Jusic fraternity, and a member of
the 1984 Band Frolic steering committee. As an oboist !jams has performed with the Stockton Symphony,
the Chico Symphony, the Modesto

Who'

Chorale Society Orchestra, and
various other community groups.
LesE. Bennett was selected from
the School of Pharmacy. Previously
attending California State University,
Fresno, where he acquired his B.A.,
he is now in the Doctor of Pharmacy
Program here at UOP. He is a member of Kappa Psi, American Society
of Hospital Pharmacists, and is the
Speaker of the House for the Student
APhA. This year, Bennett has been
nominated for 1984 CPhA Pharmacy
Student ofthe Year .
Robin Sevett, from the School of
Pharmacy who was also selected for
Who's Who, is presently on a
clerkship at the Naval Regional
Medical Center in San Diego.

crystal springs
health world
co-ed physical fitness center
Now Offers
•Pool
•Sauna
•Steam
•Spa
•Aerobic
Classes
•Wight
Loss
•Body
Building

UOP Students & Staff
month to month programs
20.00 per month
no Int. fee, no contract
957~9653

Join Today

1212 E. Hammer L')ne, Next to Zodys

A great way of life.

of movie

ATTENTION!!!

UOP HAS A NEW

ALL STUDENTS

NEIGHBOR .•.

CAN EITHER YOU OR YOUR PARENTS
STILL
,.
USE FINANCI~L AID THIS YEAR?

The CLAS )(- loan program is now available to California
students and their parents. The program which is
similar to the . Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(GSLPl allows parents to borrow up to $3JOOO per year
to help with educational costs. It is also available to
independent undergraduates and graduate students.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Pacific
Update
Financial Aid
All UOP students considering
Financial Aid for 84-85 should attend one of the following Financial
Aid information meetings:
Non-Pharmacy students who are
California residents ... U ,C.
Theatre, Monday 12/5/83 4:00S:OOpm
Non Pharmacy students who are
from out of state ... U.C. Theatre,
Monday 12/5/83 5:30-6:30 pm
Pharmacy Students Only ... U.C.
Theatre, Wednesday 1217/83 4:00S:OOpm
Non Pharmacy students who are
California residents and anyone
else who missed the previous
meetings ... U .C. Theatre... Wednesday 12/7/83 5:30-6:30pm

Budget Meeting
The Long Range Planning
and Budget meeting will be held
Dec. 8th at 4 p.m. in the Long
Theater. Open to all students, the
meeting will call such topics as
tuition.

DanceUOP
UOP Dance students will
present a Dance Performance on
Wednesday, December 7, 1983 in
Anderson Dance Studio at 6:30
pm. Admission is free.
Students will be performing in
a variety of dance styles including
Jazz, Ballet, Modern, Folk, and
Tap.
For additional information
contact the Drama Department at
ext. #2116.

Christmas Gifts
Delta Sil(ma Pi is selling
Christmas Candy Gift bags through
Dec. 7 in the U. Center from
10:00 am to 4 pm. Deliveries will
be on Dec. 8 & 9 anywhere on
campus (including all University
housing). The price is $1.25.

~as events scheduled

By Vicki Purslow
.Staff Writer

The UOP Conservatory of Music
is sponsoring two Christmas events
this month.
The first program,
scheduled for December 2nd,
features the Pacific Singers performing a wide variety of Christmas
songs; the second event, (to be held
on December lith), is a performance
of
Handel's Sing-It-Yourself
Messiah.
I h~: l'a.:ific Singers are a twenty
member voice ensemble consisting of
half of the Conservatory's well
known A Cappella Choir. This select
group of fine vocalists will be performing a variety of popular Christmas music. The program is entitled
"Christmas: Many Lands, Many
Times."
This one hour concert will inelude Christmas music from 16th century Spain, 20th century France,

City limits

Spanish folk songs, and a variety of Theater. Admission is by a three
pieces from around the world with an dollar scholarship donation. Tickets
emphasis on the music of England may be purchased at the door but
and America. "Ding Dong! Merrily · seating is limited to 400 and will be on
On High," "Fum, Fum, Fum," a first come first serve basis. Those
"Deck The Hall," and "Silent vocalists wishing to participate
Night" are a few of the pieces listed should bring their own musical scores
for this event.
to the event as they will not ~e
There will be a live radio broad- provided at the theater.
,
cast of this event which is to be held
The soloists for this performance
in Long Theater here on the UOP will be Cassandra Reutlinger, !he
campus. The program will begin at choral music director at Tokay Htgh
8:30 but the audience is urged to School, and UOP Conservatory
arrive shortly after 8:00 p.m. A two students Gerald McMillan and
dollar scholarship donation will be Cameron Henley.
requested for admission.
· William Dehning will be conducting both events. Dehning currently
After the success of last year's
Handel It Yourself program the Con- directs the Conservatory's Concert
servatory has agreed to bring the Choir, Women's Chorus, and A
event back to the UOP community.
Cappella Choir. He also trained the
A professional orchestra will be opera chorus for UOP's recent
assisting local choral singers wishing production of Dido And Aeneas.
to sing through some selections from
These Christmas specials
the Messiah. The overture will begin promise to be both entertaining and
at 3:00 on December 11 in Long enjoyable.

By Chris Bertsch
Staff Writer

.
thousands of dollars? Do you like lht
Do you dream of havn~;g t s bells ringing, roulette wheels spin.
sound of money falli~g into un r:ybies? Are you a gambler? If so, h~
ning and people yellmg at crapsT ah
abo~t taking a road trip to Lake a oem.1·monaire drive a Mercedes .....
· .Just t h'mk , you could fbecome
a Or you cou
' ld h'lt ~ h e ot her end
' -or
our life!
live m luxury for the r~~ 1 Ythat last $50 in your checkmg account and
the spectru~. You cou t 0~~eak down and send you some badly needed
struggle until your paren s
money.
h w things will turn out. That's the chance You
no one kl:~;to ~hose glittery casinos. You never know what~
take w en you wa h 1
d op that quarter in the slop machine or laJ
going to happen w e!l you r
.
that s·s bill on a blackJa~ table. and Sahara are just a few of the casinos
Harrahs, Ca~sars, th ~v;::· and they are at each other's doorstep,
located on Tahoe s sou s
' ther The casinos also offer live enier.
you have bad luck at one, try ano
·
tainment and free drinks while gambling.
·
If gambling isn't your game there are many other thmgs you can do

°

B'::

Bad directing reflects ori movie
By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

There are people in this world
who have no taste or skill and unfortunately, they occasionally show up
in the most ironic places. It boggles
the mind why 20th Century Fox
would hire such tasteless and unskilled individuals to make a movie.
Whatever the reasoning may have
been behind the decision, the movie
All the Right Moves appeared out of
it.
Michael Chapman directed this
fiasco and must hold most to all of

in Tahoe.
11 sno w coveree
For skiers, plenty of ski res?rts.cove~ those. b eauff
1 u Y

School in a small steel milling town.
the blame because the problem did
The people in this town have one goal
not lie with the actors. Tom Cruise as
in life: to get out of the town. This
Stef and Lea Tompson as Lisa (Stef's
movie attempts to make a viewer
girlfriend) were both quite good in
believe that football is the only way
their roles. in fact, Cruise and Tomout. If the high school boys play
pson very possibly did not even have
to act since they were playing parts of football well enough to get a college
scholarship then they have obtained a
high school students close to their
suicidal way out. It does not take
own age. Maybe Chapman's problem
someone who is more intelligent than
was that he did not have much of a
the bone-head characters in the movie
story to work with, but if that is the
to realize that these 'boys' will not
case, it is the director's job to expand
make it in college, except Stef our
a story and make it flow as a movie.
hero. However, even Stef regresses
All the Right Moves took the
audience
on
a
pathetically · and shows the mentality of a high
school freshman.
reminiscent journey to Ampipe High
I'm possibly coming down too
hard on the wrong people. Is the
writer and director of All the Right
Moves
responsible for America's love
administration. She had the oppor·o f violence and its expectation for
tunity to visit several Eastern
people to provide violent entertainEuropean countries and speak to
ment? I suppose I can't condemn the
people on the importance of peace
writer for bringing the public what it
and communication. Halper even
wants but it is unnecessary and exbecame involved in the European
cessive for the director to glorify boys
Peace Movement in Brussels where
who use football as a motive to an
she took part in a march and rally
unrelated end. The achievement of
on International Women's Day.
the 'American Dream' should not be
Leah Halper is concerned with
brought about on false pretenses but
the incredible danger all people are
rather on hard work and striving
facing with a world full of nuclear
toward a goal. (courtesy of tt e Plaza
weapons and enjoys opportunities,
Ononas)
such as Wednesday's, to educate
people on these dangers.
The World on Wednesday
begins at 12:00 noon and serves a
free lunch to all students.
·

mountains. Some of the best skim~ ts available m the Tahoe area. .
· ht eers Tahoe has to be one of the most gorgeous sues,
F or t h e stg s • •
d' th t lear icy lake
with mountains and tall pine trees surroun mg a c
.
·
.
If transportation is a problem, the Greyhound bus lines have SPteial
package deals. For about $18, Greyhound will drop ~ou off at Harrahs'
doorstep give you back $12 cash, and will also gtve you a $3 fOOd
coupon t'o use in Harrahs. From then on you are on your own until the
bus returns to take you home a few hours later.
.
How about it? Got a few extra bucks? Take a tnp to ~ahoe and try
your luck! There are no guarantees that you'll come home nch, but there
are also no guarantees you won't.

STUDY IN EUROPE
The University o.l Louvaln (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belgium
otters
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY
FOR THE DEGREES OF B.A., M.A., AND Ph.D.
plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME

WOW speaks on nuclear war
If you were able to watch the
special television presentation on
what it would be like to survive
The Day After a nuclear ~ar, you
might have the same reactions as
many Americans. Some of these
concerns will be discussed on the
Dec 7th World on Wednesday.
Leah Halper will be the
featured speaker next Wednesday.
Halper is the former Anne Brown
Disarmament Intern at the United
Nations. She has just · recently
returned from her internship in
Geneva, Switzerland where she
dealt with several levels of nuclear
politics. The formal level Halper
was faced with was trying to get by
the road blocks set by the Reagan

eQuality
eLowCost
• PregnancY

All Courses Are In English
Tuition Is 11,500 Belgium Franks ( tS250)
Write To: S&eretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Merclerpleln 2
B-3000 Leuven. Belgium

946-24
Charge Accou
Bevlon Co
On Sale!
Christmas
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HOME WITHOUT
A HITCH
Begin your holiday as soon as you set
foot on Amtrak's San Joaquin. No worry
over last minute weather, an alllng auto, or
friends whose plans change at the last
minute.
Riding the San Joaquin Is the easy way to
travel home. No reservations are needed, and
one of our frequent dally departures Is just right
for your travel plans- Bay Area, Los Angeles, or
on~ of the stops between. Ride the San Joaquin·
as the first part In your trip home to Northern or
Southern California - connections are easy to
make.
You can do as much - or as little- as you please
aboard Amtrak's trains: stretch out and watch the
sceneiJ, read a good book, sleep, or have a sandwich
and drink In the snack bar.
When you reach journey's end, you'll be relaxed, not
beat.
Fer San Joaquin Information and fares, see your campus
travel agent, or call Amtrak toll-free, 1·800-USA-RAIL.
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SPORTS
·B!!~~~t~all operis season, Ane01a baCk
Sports Editor

Just six days after the conclusion
of the final 1983 football contest for
the University of the Pacific, the
pacific Baske~ball squad went soaring
through the atr .to compete across the
United States m Montana to open
their 1983-8.4 bas~etball season. Under the gUidance and direction of
bead coach Tom O'Neill, the UOP
squad will be battling against the odds
in 1983 as once again it appears
that the lack of experience will be the
Tigers' disadvantage.
Tiger turnovers killed Pacific in
the season opener as 18 mishaps
proved disasterous. Weber State
defeated the Tigers 69-57 in front of
5,807 in Ogden, Utah. The following
evening was not much of an improvement as Montana handed it to

h~ Ttgers

76-64 in front of 7 000 in

M Issoula, Montana. Dean
1

~dretta

PCAA. The main problem last year
was t~e lack of experience,_ and
np a~ he came home · with a cu
_foU.owmg a couple of pre-season in;putattve .521 percentage from th~ JUnes, the Tigers were in serious
oor and an overall average of 15 5
trou~le even before workouts began.
per same.
·
In mid-September the Tigers were jn.
. OnlY. a d ay of rest before the
1formed
d' that All-PCAA freshman and
Tigers were at work again facing the
ea mg scorer Rich Anema would be
Oregon Ducks on Tuesday night at
lost for anywhere from three to six
the A: G. Spanos Center. Andy
months with a ruptured disc in his
Franklin led.all scorers in a losing efback. "Obviously, losing a player of
fort 73-55, picking up 18 points and 6 . Rich's caliber is a tremendous blow to
rebounds. Dean Andretta was the
our program," said head coach Tom
only. other Tiger in double figures as
O'Neill following the heartbreaking
he ptcked up 10 points and a pair of
news. However, despite the
diagnosis,
Anema has made a
reb ound s. The Tigers never led the
·
1
~ra~u all
ousthrecovery
b a 11 game following the Ducks' first
tton
f hand has seen acbucket of the evening. Trailing at the openi~g gam:~ o t e Tigers' season
hal~,
they eventually lost, dropping
Here's a look at how the 1983-84
their overall record to 0-3.
The Tigers were 7-21 t'n 1982-83
Pacific basketball team will be
positioned.
Point Guard:
This
could position
be the
which included a 4-12 record in the Tigers'
most hotly
contested
t ~ the way for the Tigers on the road

r""":"_ _..______________________..,:_.,:.:::_

lfl

Planned Oar.enthood
r
I

I

as senior John Liedenheimer (6-1 Sr.)
and redshirt freshman Kyle Pepple (60 Fr.) are both good floor leaders and
excellent passers. Leidenheimer is excellent on defense and I would look
for him to see a lot of playing time
because of his experience.
Off Guard: Dean Andretta will
be dominating the other guard
position and has already showed his
athletic ability through the first three
games, leading the squad in floor percentage. Drew Rodgers (6-5) is also
an excellent guard; however he will
miss the first portion of th~ season
due to Academic probation.

I

of San Joaquin County, Inc;

• Quality Reproductive Health Care
• Low Cost Contraceptive Supplies
• Pregnancy Testing
North Clinic- 415 W. Ben Holt ·477-4103
Main Clinic- 19 N. Pilgrim 466-2081

OPE

CAMPUS
PHARMACY

IN PHILOSOPHY
M .A •. AND Ph.O.
0 PROGRAMME

Small Forward: This position
,could very well have been Joe
Fabian's (6-7) or Kevin Crabtree's (67), however. now that Anema is back
. at 80 percent if he remains healthy the
position is his. Rich has been steadily
improving through the first three
games of the season and has slowly
been building back his confidence.
Power Forward: With Anema
back, the Power Forward position is
still up in the air, however at this
point in the season the ed~e belon~s
to Brent Counts (6-9 Fr.) Counts,
tOUt of Gervais High School in Oregon
was a three-time All-State selection,
four-time All-League pick and could
very well be one of the most talented
freshman recruits in years.
Center: What is normally looked
at as the center positon is really a
• third forward on the Pacific squad.
There is no question who will fill this
forward/center position as Andy
Franklin returns. Andy is a 6-8 So.
and was the leading scorer in the
Oregon contest with 18 points.
Franklin and Anema appear to be
complimenting each other at their
:.;; r'\
respective positions..
t;
Obviously there is plenty of time
~
for position changes, but at this point t
~
in the season it looks as if those will
~
be the assignments. The Tigers won't
cii
have
to worry about league como
petition until January 7th when they
0
.c.
open up with Fresno State. In the
o..
meantime the Tigers will tangle with
California, Portland and compete in
two tournaments, the Casaba Classic
II!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ on
December 16-17 and The
McDonald's Classic this weekend. in
Wichita, Kansas.
Voter registration forms are available at the ASUOP office

.:J•

and the U. C. Center game room.

Tiger Notes
*Wben tbe Tigers return to tbe Spaaos
Ceater they wiD face California oa tbe 9th of
December. California leads the ~~erles oYer
UOP:l0-1.
*The Casaba classic pitts Georgia Tech n.
Pepperdine In the opening game followed by
Pacific and Central Michigan. Oa tbe 17th of
December tbe consolatloa and fiaal match will
be played. Lut year, Oblo NOrthern wu the
cbamplon.

'•

A-1 CLEANERS
136 W. Walnut St.

463-4952

Behind Kentucky Fried Chicken on Pactfic)

751 Brookside Road

946-2411

in the Pharmacy School

~Jt'

Charge Accounts
F,tevlon Cosmetics
On Sale!

CAlaveras R.ivtr

Christmas Fragrances
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MON-FRt

"BES'J.' OF 7HE BUDGETS II

N
®

*

DOUBLE OR QUEEN SIZE BEDS

*

FREE COLOR _T .V.

*

FULL BATH AND SHOWERS

*

SWIMMING POOL

*

FREE LOCAL CALLS

*

COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY

BUDGET RATES
·DAILY RATE S FROM $ 17.00 to $25.00 plus tax

•

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATE $100.00 plus tax
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE:

I

ne
07

(209) 477-5576

2717 March Lane
I _ 5 and March Lane
Stockton, California

I

introducing our new "weather or not"
shoP-and just in time!
·Northern Californians know, when it comes to weather,
Monday's balmy blue skies don't necessarily promise the Registration Form for an all weather gear
outfit. (slicker, gloves and scarf).
same kind of Saturday. Let Macy 's gear you up to com- Name ____________________
bat the elements. For University of the Pacific students
and staff exclusively, Macy's offers a special drawing to
help you combat this years weather in style.
Address
Fill out the attached entry form and returr. it to Macy's
Stockton new "weather or not" shop; by Friday,
December 9th.
·
@hone No.
Macy 's emplyees or their

t

dep~l~e~~~~~~~~
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S·PORTS
Rosselli
Raps
.By Dave Rosselli
SportJ Editor

As the final gun went off at Hawaii's Aloha stadium, the 1983

Universi~y of the Pacific football season came to a close. A season full of

frustration, sadness, anger and confusion was about all the Tiger faithful
could expect following a 3-9 season. It was a season that saw starting
quarterback Paul Berner and a rash of other key players go down with
injuries.
As Pacific flew into Hawaii's airport one couldn't help but think
that this 3-a football team would do nothing more than invade Aloha
stadium, routinely battle with the Rainbow Warriors from Hawaii, lose,
and move on to all of the other distractions that the state of Hawaii is
known for. (Certainly having nothing to do with football). However, this
was not the case. The Tigers, following a miraculous upset victory over
San Jose State, played inspired football and overcame a 21-0 halftime
deficit to make the contest interesting at 28-21.
Despite the fact that the Tigers lost the ball game 31-21, there was
something different in the air after the defeat. The season was over and
obviously there was frustration and sadness, but there was also a feeling
of unity and a sense of devotion for flrst year coach Bob Cope.
Something that has been missed at this University for quite some time.
There was talk of next year and the success that Cope will bring.
There was enthusiasm and optimism for the injured players who will
return. There was even excitement that this year was just a stepping stone
for what was to follow under Bob Cope's reign. Quite a contrast to the
relief and happiness that was overflowing following last year's dismal
season under Bob Toledo.
When I reflect back now, I think of the excitement and commitment
that was evident in each individual player as the fall camp began. I
remember the intensity and all of the hard work that the ·Pacific team
contributed. I remember the optimism and the talk of winning the
division crown. But through all those things I remember writthg an article on the class that the program exhibited under Cope.
Now that the season is over it would be an appropriate time to reevaluate. However, my feelings are stronger than ever that head coach
Bob Cope has instilled a winning attitude amongst his players. Through
all of the heartbreaking losses, the team maintained composure and never
gave up.
Head coach Bob Cope reflected back on the season following the
game.
"I'm disappointed in the win-loss record for our players because
going into the season I thought that we bad a real shot at a good record,
barring inj~es,': said Cope. "I .said when I came here we were building
a foundatton thts year, and I thmk we went a long way this year toward
developing that type of program. We improved in every facet of our
program."
Accordinll to Cone the team is making steady improvements but still
needs some time to fill the gaps.
"We have some obvious weaknesses that w.cJtave to improve on in
our football team. I've said that there are two ways to improve the
program. You can get the players that you have to play better or you can
get better players. I think we have begun to do both.' '
'
The big question at this time is whether or not Cope will get another
year of the Division I level to develop his team. According to a source on
the Athl:tlc ~dvisory Boar~ the University can't afford another losing
season fmanctally. Accordmg to Cope, talk of dropping to a lower
division is foolish.
"The talk about dropping to Division II is ridiculous " said Cope.
"What we need to do is quit analyzing ourselves. All they' need to do is
just leave me alone and give me a chance."
I~ the University is thinJdng of dropping down, they might be
throwm11: awav the only opportunity they've had in years to compete in
Division 1-A. If there is any one man that will bring Pacific a winner Bob
Cope is the one.
'

9dyrr·~
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title
pursue
·Tigers ready to
By Dan Sousa
Editor-la-Chlef

The NCAA, in a dramatic move
this week, changed the format of the
women's volleyball Division l Championship Tournament. Top-ranked
Hawaii has been moved out of
Pacific's (no.2) Northwest Re~~:ional
and into the mid-east regional.
"We are definitely pleased," said
Head Coach Terry Uskevych. The
NCAA made a real gutty move. lt
may not please all of the teams, but it
is good for volleyball because now the
top four teams have an opportunity
to meet in the Final Four.''
UOP (35-2) has received a bye
this weekend and will play host to the
Northwest Regional next Saturday
and Sunday at the A.G. Spanos Center.
"This regional is very, very important," said Liskevych. "It is im·
portant to have a big crowd of
students there to help us."
The winner of next weekend's
regional will advance to Lexington,
Kentucky and the Final Four on
December 17-19. The other seeds besides UOP are· Hawaii (Mideast
Regional at West LaFayette, Illinois),
UCLA (South Regional Austin,
Texas) and Stanford (West Regional,
San Diego, California). These same
four squads met at the Wendy's
Classic in November at UOP with
Hawaii winning an exciting five-game
finale over the Tigers.
The Tigers will face the winner ·
of Oregon State - California on the
lOth at 8 pm. The early game on the
lOth will feature the winners of these
two matches: Northwestern vs. UCSB
and San Jose vs Cal Poly. UOP has
played and beaten all seven teams in
the Northwestern Regional. The early
match will begin at 5:30 pm. On the
11th the matches are scheduled for
3:30 pm and 6 pm. Tickets are
available at the University Box Office.
"There is no question in my
mind that we will be in Lexington on

the 19th but we can't look past
things," said Liskevych.
UOP will be led by Juniors Jan
Saunders, Eileen Dempster, Robin
Burns and Lisa Franco who have
traveled to the play-offs the last two
seasons. Pacific was defeated by
Stanford in the South Regional last
season, and two years ago UOP placed
4th in the nation. Two starters with
one year play-off experience are
sophomores Julie Maginot and
Therese Boyle. Senior Cathy Lumb
will be making her 4th trip to the
play-offs. Sophomores Denice
Jexycki and Andrea Markel along
with Junior Linda Vaughn round out
the talented squad.
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Head Coach Taras Liskevych and Assistant St~e Lowe plot strate~
recent time-out. The Lady Tigers compete m the NCAA Reg1ona/
weekend at the Spanos Center.
11, 15-9, 15-9 to take the champion-UOP has faced 18 of the
ship easily. Maginot and Boyle continued their hot play with 24 and 19
kills apiece respectively. Boyle hit
.417 and Maginot hit .388. Pacific hit
as team .248 to Penn State's .169.
The Tigers went the whole trip
without any injuries. There is a minor
problem with Burns having her
wisdom teeth pulled this week but according to Liskevych she shouldn't
feel any pain by next weekend.

Tiger Notes
- UOP finished 35-2 overall. 11 0 in league, 15-1 at home and 20-1 on
the road.

27 teams. Pacific is 24-2 vs these
-UOP won the NorPac
pionships on the weekend of
ber 18-19 at the A .G . Spanos
Pacific defeated Oregon 15-10, 1
15-9 and then Oregon State in
Championship match 15-11,
8. Maginot was named the
MVP while Dempster and
also made all-tourney.
- UOP lifetime vs. teams in
bracket: Orego n State (4-0),
4), North western (4-1), UCSB
San Jose (13-6), Cal Poly (8-4).

Matys Brothers here
friday & saturday nights
9:30pm, 11 :OOpm & 12:30am
AND sunday afternoon
1 :30, 3pm & 4:30pm
TUXEDO JUNCTION
2301 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
(209) 943 -2348

from

943-7713
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GRAYES TOBACCONISTS

'Purveyors offine tobacco and tobacco products"

TERM PAPERS
$I. 75 per page

Home ~f the Valley's largest selection
of clove cigarettes from around the world.

mtn1mum
charge

$5
.__ _ _ _ 123 Lincoln Center • 474-8216

92 W. CASTLE • SUITE 8 • STOCKTON
FREE PARIOIIG

Authorized Dealer for Ch
---•
aratan and Stanwell Pipes

ON THE PACIFIC AVENUE ..MIRACLE MILE"

Hours: M·F 9·& Sat. 9·7

Sun. 11""

rl.,he Shamrock
In association with the
5th Rank NCAA UOP ,
LADIES Tiger Softb'all Team.
TRY ITI YOU'Ll. LIK E IT1

COUPON

$1.00 off on Shamrock Special
or
$1.50 off Extra Large Shamrock Special

10"

13"

Med.
2 Topping

Large

16"
X-Large

$4.85

$7 .00

88 .45

3 Topping

5 .75

7 .80

9.75

The Shamrock

6 . 15

8 .40

10.75

Veggie

6 .00

.s.oo

9 .45

Pepperoni
Mushrooms

, 6 oz.
Pepsi
Pepsi Light
Sprite
Orange
Rootbeer
Ice Tea

Cho1ce of Toppings
Olives
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The Tigers capped off the
regular season by defeating BYU
at Provo, Utah and then capturing
the Championship of the North- ;
western Tournament. The tourney g'
win was the fourth tournament for ~
the Tigers this season.
~
UOP defeated BYU 11-15, 15- 0
10, 17-15, 15-10 before 1310 fans.
Boyle led the Tiger attack with 24
kills, while the Tigers' other
sophomore sensation Maginot added
22 kills. Franco (13), Dempster (12)
and .Burns (10) also scored in double
figures.
Boyle (.354) and Burns (.333)
had great hitting percentages while
Maginot served three aces. The Tigers
had team totals of91 kills and 9 aces.
UOP then traveled to Northwestern to face Texas in the opening
of the Northwestern Tournament.
UOP won easily 15-10, 15-8, 15-9.
The Tigers were led by their
usual balanced attack as Maginot (12
kills) 'Soyle (11 kills), Dempster (11
kills) and Burns (8 kills) paced the
Tiger offense. Maginot had a .440
hitting pet. while Franco had a .667
hitting pet.
UOP had a team hitting pet. of
.279 while Texas hit .154. The loss
dropped Texas to 31-8 on the year.
Pacific ran over Penn State 15-

---------------------------------,
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La~rn!!~r B~!J:t}}!eam ready to . power into season.
~

Staff Writer

The 1983 University of the
pacific's Basketball Team will
kick-off it's home slate tomorrow
evening against Chico State at 7:30
in UOP's gym.

·~•

The '83 Lady Tigers have
come away victorious in their last
three outings after dropping their
season opener to UC Irvine 72-60
back on November 17th.
Following the Irvine loss, the
Tigers proceeded to defeat Cal
Poly SLO by~ 66-55 tally, and the
Lady Don~ from the University of
San Francisco by a 80-50 margin.
The Lady Tigers' 2-1 record earned
them a 5th place finish as they won
the consolation bracket in the sixth
annual Cal Poly-Straw Hat Pizza
Basketball Classic.
After taking a break for the
Thanksgiving holiday, the Lady
• T~gers returned to the court last
Tuesday at Stanford where they
defeated the Cardinals 84-75 behind
the 25 point, 14 rebound performance of senior captain Joy Dana.
Dana is not the only star for
the Tigers, however, as there has

p

m each of the lady TJgerS'
Scu ~thus far, sophomore guard
helhe Lmden with a 12.25 scoring
~verage,
J.C transfer Mary Lary at
· 25 pomts per game, 6-1
sophomore Janet Whitney with
11.25 points per game, 6-2 J'unl·or
Jane Romberg at 11.0, and Dana,
th 6
e from Colusa who. is

scori~t:t;i!:;;.5 ~~fa~ce is an ob-

vious strength for the team but
first year head coach Julie Hickey
sees her team's primary strengths
hd f
as a toug e ense, thier ability to
hit the board~, and an aggressive,
yet control! d
·
e , runmng game.
Says Hickey, "If we play good
beat our opponents on the

boards, arid run the ball with control, we'll win some games."
Hickey, who previously served as UOP's assistant from 1979
until 1981, also. commented, "I
want other teams to know we play
good defense!"
The Tigers will play four
games yet before the Christmas
with
final two

home against Cal Poly SLO on the
12th, and a week later on the 19th
against Seattle Pacific. The fivegame homestand will continue after Christmas with games on the
4th, 6th, and the 12th. The game
on the 6th against Santa Clara will
mark the opening of UOP's NORPAC conference schedule.

Sports
Update
VoUeyball Regionals
NORTHWEST REGION
UOP, bye
Oregon State vs. Cal
Northwestern vs. UCSB
San Jose State vs. Cal Poly SLO
SOUTH REGION (at Texas)
Hawaii, bye
Florida State vs. Tennessee
Lamar vs. Texas
N. Carolina vs. Kentucky

UOP's swimming team began
early last month with a practice
meet held at Stanford. The one
day meet di.•.~ not include a pointkee~ing system and was largely
cons1dered a practice meet. There
~ere various impressive pre-season
trrnes produced, however, junior .
Trina Burton swam a sub- :55 for
the 100 yard freestyle and a sub:59 for the 100 yard butterfly.
Among the other solid races by the
Tigers was the women's 400 yard
fre~style relay, in which all four
members

MIDEAST REGION (at Purdue)
UCLA, bye
Providence vs. Penn State
Illinois State vs. Purdue
W . Michigan vs. Nebraska
WEST REGION (at San Diego
State)
Stanford, bye
USC vs. Arizona
Colorado State vs. San Diego State
BYU vs. Arizona State

Paradise
Bakery
&Cafe

PERFECT COMBINATION
VVITH JOHN SMITH FROM TOTO
Formerly

PACIFIC CROSSING

is looking for young
enthusiastic individuals
for our soon to open
location in
Weberstown Mall.

PRESE NTED BY

CALAMITY JAN ES
THUR S. , FRI. , SAT. NIGHTS

We will be accepting

C. J .'S SOLID GOLD DANCERS
THURS. NIG HTS

Bapplications for day &night
positions, full or
part time.

I
CASH

235 N. CENTER BY THE W ATERFRO NT
(BEHIND HOLIDAY INN )

Please call-466-5638
for further information
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NORTHWEST vs MIDEAST and
SOUTH vs WEST (at Final Four)

AD-PCAA Selections
Senior Kirby Warren, who
broke Dick Bass' all-time single
season rushing record and became
the first back in UOP history to
rush for over l ,400 yards in one
season, was named to the AllPacific Coast Athletic Association
First Team it was announced
Wednesday by the PCAA Office.
Wide receiver and senior Lionel
Manuel, who's total of 55 receptions put him second on the alltime single season list, was named
to the second team.
Randall Cunningham of
Nevada-Las Vegas was named Offensive-Player-of-the-Year while
Cal State Fullerton's Joe Aguilar
was named Defensive-Player-ofthe-Year .
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Bring them to University Center
·
GameRoom
Dec. 12-16th
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texts needed for ·
Spring term
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uOP student

ODDS AND ENDS
By Randy Vereschagin
Staff Writer

It's getting to be that time of
year again when old St. Nick starts
beb~pping around the globe answenng those requests of children
everywhere. If the students of UOP
were to make a Christmas list, I wonder what it would look like? When
we hang our stockings from Burns
Tower t'his year, I'm sure that we will
all hope to find a few of the same
things in them (if security can keep
those nasty Grinches from ripping
them off). So, here is my Christmas
list. Santa, please see what you can
do.
-Winning Seasons: It would be nice,
Santa, if we could have winning footbat: and basketball teams ... at least
one before I graduate.

-An NCAA Championship: We've
never had one before and the
Women's Volleyball team really
deserves one this year.
-A Reasonable Tuition: Or at least a
tuition that most of us can afford.
-Wmter Term: Can you believe it,
Santa? I seem to have lost mine...and
it's been my favorite gift since I've
been here.
-Concerts: How about some good
concerts during the spring semester
this year, not like last spring's silence.
-More Anonymous Donations: I
know it's asking a bit much, but I
really would like to see my children
use the "new" library.
-A Guide Book of Campus Clubs:
I've always wanted to know what
these clubs are and exactly what they
do besides get their picture in the
yearbook.

-A Bar on Campus: It would be so
convenient. Need I say more?
-Security Officers: Real ones this
time, not the play ones you gave us
last year.
-A Raquetball Court: The airplane
hanger we have now just doesn't cut
it. Smooth and flat walls with a
ceiling would be nice.
-A Guide Book of Food Service:
This one has a high priority, Santa. I
really need to know what the names
of the meals mean and what they're
made of before 1 put them into my
sacred temple.
-An Escalator: Or at least some way
of getting from the Rotunda to the
classroom building without being
late.
-Parking Spaces: Even you might
have trouble finding a slot to park

c;or

-One last wish ...That next semester is
at least good, if not better than this
semester.
Well Santa, that's the list.

Back to the Old Drawing Board
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~J Fresh Baked Croissants
§

• Butter Croissants, or Filled
• Apple Hill Apple Streudel Pies
• Chocolate Chip Cookies

"B UDS " Ice Cream from
San Franci11co

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli ·

2 FORJ
FRENCH DIP SANDWICH
Purchase 1 French Dip Sandwich
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE
Limit one coupon per person
I

I

I

Expires 12/9/ 83
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Pastami. ... $2.50 with coupon
473-1890- FREE Delivery -wi.thin one mile
$6.00 min. purchse

434 N. Pacific Ave.

BACHARACH

t

our Super Deluxe Sandwich Plate on a §
§fresh Baked Croissant. This Weeks Special~
~

SYMPHONY PLAYS

Student Rush - $2.00
7:45 concert nights
KYUNG-SOO WON, MUSIC DIRECTOR
Santiago Rodrig uez, Piano
Medalist. Van Cliburn Competition
Bochara ch: Medley
Grleg:
Plano Concerto
Bernstein:
Symphonic Dances from West Side
Story
Slmonclc:
Noel olo Componello: Music for
Orchestra & Two Bell Choirs

DECEMBER 7 & 8 AT 8 P.M.
ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

Tickets: $7, B. 9, 14 ·Students under 16 half price
Delta Box Office. 474-5110 · 11 am. to 2 p.m., and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., M·F
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(209) 948-9400
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